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Abstract: The symmetry of surface states in graphene superlattices (SLs) terminated with a magnetic cap layer 

has been identified with numerical calculations. It is found that the surface states in pure electric SLs with 

0sA  are symmetric about 0yk to those with 0sA . While those in pure magnetic SLs with the same 

sA  are symmetric about 0E . Additionally, the surface states in SLs of general complex electric/magnetic 

basis show no symmetry. The symmetry of surface states in terminated SLs is mainly determined by the nature 

of the basis and its configuration. These interesting results provide a useful guideline to the experimental 

exploration of carbon-based quantum electronic and optoelectronic devices. 
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1. Introduction 

The complex-basis SLs normally consist of three or four different layers instead of two, such as a step-

well basis and a δ-doped SLs, and the basis of biperiodic SLs consist of two-wells and two-barriers.[1-

16] In practical applications, SLs are normally finite in length and terminated on one end or both ends, 

the termination interrupts the periodicity of infinite SL and introduces an asymmetric perturbation 

potential to the SL, which leads to the appearance of surface states within the energy band gap. The 

surface states are important for optoelectronic characteristics of SLs. As the properties of the surface 

states depend on the configurations and the sequence of the complex-basis SL basis, the complex-basis 

SL may provide a greater degree of freedom to influence the behavior of surface states through various 

terminating configurations of SL.[17-23]  

Graphene is a monolayer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb pattern, and it has attracted 

tremendous attention since 2004.[24, 25] It is even considered as a promising material of next-generation 

carbon-based electronics to replace silicon in the near future, due to Graphene’s  unique electronic 

properties. The electron transport in graphene is described by a massless Dirac equation, rather than 

the Schrödinger equation. Up to now, little research work has been carried out on the surface states in 

graphene SLs, let alone the influence of different kinds of cap layer on the surface states. Previously, 

Jiang et al.[26] studied Tamm surface states between a graphene SL and a homogeneous electric 

potential barrier, they observed the backward electronic Tamm states in graphene SL. Pekh and Silin[27] 

calculated the Tamm minibands in graphene-based planar superlattices. Lin et. al.[28, 29] demonstrated that 

some special complex basis SLs could generate an energy bandgap of suitable width in the gapless 

pristine graphene. Recently, Wang et. al.[30] have investigated the surface states in three types of SLs 

terminated with electric cap layers, and they have discovered some symmetrical properties of the 

surface states in those SLs. However, the symmetry of surface states in graphene SLs terminated with 

magnetic cap layer, and the influence of the cap layer on the surface states symmetry, have not yet been 

investigated.  

In this paper, we will numerically calculate the distributions of surface states in semi-infinite SLs of 

three types of complex basis terminated with magnetic vector potentials, and analyze the relationship 

of surface states symmetrical characteristics with the basis of the underlying SL, including the potential 

and configuration. The symmetrical properties of surface states are expected to be very helpful in the 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Pavel_Pekh?_sg%5b0%5d=UXrMS95HeVZQchROPE2i6vpQ6sDzLjvm-Fs-B8uHgc2sLrchMvM0Kep9j-DGb92AUTYM9Vc.Ju5ZSxy95kEnETCoPavOesmKHh_d42eAp7tE4T0fc_exyfkIV3pRg2SD2TOgtJmOixRdoWBaMZ7u1SgXC55bLw&_sg%5b1%5d=zDm2DEYA0H4CDgU6OBPIpXJ_ULmFgxIk0FI0IwFAiY9ZWNKmfsgl8ccVFrCu3S-HJURdlIc.VthJVFlJumuw0eTBZxqwW_aaq_1B9iUinhp5SkAkxky5rC5oVB3hSGWuNe07KTRtdcF4TugKCD25cwA9XF-mbw
https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/A-P-Silin-14266086?_sg%5b0%5d=UXrMS95HeVZQchROPE2i6vpQ6sDzLjvm-Fs-B8uHgc2sLrchMvM0Kep9j-DGb92AUTYM9Vc.Ju5ZSxy95kEnETCoPavOesmKHh_d42eAp7tE4T0fc_exyfkIV3pRg2SD2TOgtJmOixRdoWBaMZ7u1SgXC55bLw&_sg%5b1%5d=zDm2DEYA0H4CDgU6OBPIpXJ_ULmFgxIk0FI0IwFAiY9ZWNKmfsgl8ccVFrCu3S-HJURdlIc.VthJVFlJumuw0eTBZxqwW_aaq_1B9iUinhp5SkAkxky5rC5oVB3hSGWuNe07KTRtdcF4TugKCD25cwA9XF-mbw
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experimental exploration of carbon-based quantum electronic and optoelectronic devices. 

  

2. Theoretical model 

Three types of complex basis are considered, and the basis of the SLs are assumed to consist of four-

layers of two anti-parallel potentials and two anti-parallel magnetic potentials. In order to avoid the 

possible confusion resulting from a shift of the SL band structure, we also assume the basis of SLs are 

of zero average electric potential and zero average magnetic field. The SL is infinite into x>0, and is 

terminated by a homogeneous magnetic vector potential at x=0. The alignment of a model four-layer 

basis SL and their potential configurations, as well as the termination potential, are schematically 

depicted in Fig. 1.    

The magnetic vector potentials of cap layer and SL, as well as the electric potential U(x) in SL are 

illustrated as:  
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The electron transport in graphene is described by the Dirac equation: 
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610 is the Fermi velocity, e  is the absolute value of the electron charge, P


 is the 

momentum operator, and  
yx  ,

  is the 22 Pauli matrix. 

Following the procedure of Ref.[30], we derive the surface state condition by using the transfer matrix 

method within the envelope function approximation.[28-32] The wave function continuity condition at 

interface x=0 is expressed as: 
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where )( syss AkqiE  ，   2/122)( EAkq sys  is the x-component of the wave vector and sa

is the amplitude of wave function in the cap layer. Again, all quantities are expressed in dimensionless 

units, i.e. lll 0 , kkk 0 , EEE 0 , AlBA 00 , where 00 /1 lk   , 00 / lvE F  , 2
00 / elB   . 

For a realistic value 1.00B T, 8110l Å and 0.70E meV. 

The energy band edges of the infinite SL satisfy the following expression: 

122211 MM .                                                                (5) 

Here, Mi, j (i, j=1,2) are the elements of total matrix for the basis of SL.[28-32]   
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Here, 22
0 ykEk  , 22)( ykUEk   , )( 22

AkEK y  , with (+) for electric (magnetic) 

potential barrier and (-) for electric (magnetic) potential well.  

The surface states at the point 0x  is given as: 
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21 ，                                                         (9) 

For the existence of surface states two conditions must be satisfied, xq should be real and 0xq ;  

and the Bloch wave number K  should be complex. 
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siq
d

n
K 


 (qs > 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 3...)                                               (10) 

Here we have only given a short derivation process for brevity and completeness, for more details 

please refer to Ref. [30]. It is obvious that termination of SLs with a magnetic cap layer could have a 

very important influence on the surface states locations and their dispersion relation. Thus, the cap 

layer could be a useful technique for modulating the surface states of the SLs. 

In the following section, we will numerically calculate the surface states with Eqn. (9) in semi-infinite 

SLs with three-typical complex basis terminated with a magnetic cap layer of different magnetic vector 

potentials, and analyze the surface states symmetric properties, as well as its relation to the nature of 

basis and its configuration of SLs. The energy bands for an infinite SL calculated with Eqn.(5) are 

depicted by the gray shaded regions for reference.  

 

3. Results and discussions 

Fig.2 shows the energy bands of an infinite SL and the surface states in terminated SLs of pure electric 

basis, with the cap layer of seven magnetic potentials sA ( 0sA , ±1, ±2), respectively. The other 

parameters are fixed at 5.0 db  , 3U   and 0dA  . The surface states are existing in the 

forbidden minigaps and they are illustrated with color curves. The energy bands of infinite SL are 

symmetry for both 0yk  and 0E , when the two electric potentials are arranged as antiparallel in 

a basis of pure SL with 0U , and there is no bandgap or minigap appearance at the Dirac point 

0yk . Without a magnetic cap layer (with 0sA ), the surface states in semi-infinite SL are situated 

at the bottom of the first electron minigap, or at the top of hole minibands, and the surface state versus 

yk   is symmetric about 0yk  . With a cap layer of magnetic vector 0sA  , the surface states in 

terminated SLs appear mainly as hole states with 0yk , or as electron states with 0yk . With a cap 

layer of magnetic vector 0sA , the surface hole states appear mainly at 0yk , or as electron states 

at 0yk . Although the surface states in SL shift entirely to 0yk (or 0yk ), when it is terminated 
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with a cap layer of 0sA ( or 0sA ), the surface states versus yk with 0sA  are symmetric about 

0yk  to those with 0sA  .   

Fig.3 shows the energy bands of an infinite SL and the surface state in terminated SLs of a pure 

magnetic basis, and the cap layer is assumed to be of seven magnetic potentials sA ( 0sA , ±1, ±2), 

respectively. The other parameters are taken as 5.0 db , 3dA  and 0U . The infinite SL’s 

energy bands are symmetry at both 0yk  and 0E , when the two magnetic vector potentials are 

chosen as antiparallel in a basis of pure magnetic SL with 0 dA . There is no bandgap Dirac point, 

but some new minigaps appear at 0yk  . The surface states in a pure magnetic semi-infinite SL 

without cap layer (i.e. with 0sA ) appear at both conduction and valence gaps with same yk , and 

the surface state versus yk  is symmetric about 0E . When terminated with a cap layer of magnetic 

vector potential 0sA , the surface states in the terminated SL appear mainly at 0yk , while the 

surface states are mainly appear at 0yk   when terminated with a cap layer of magnetic vector 

potential 0sA . Different from the pure electric SLs, the surface states in pure magnetic SLs are 

symmetric about 0E , no matter the value of sA .  

Fig.4 shows the energy bands of an infinite SL and the surface states in terminated SLs of a complex 

electric/magnetic basis, and the cap layer is assumed to be of seven magnetic potentials sA ( 0sA , 

±1, ±2), respectively. The other parameters are taken as 5.0 db  , 3dA   and 3U  . When 

combining the pure SL of Fig. 2 with the pure magnetic SLs of Fig.3 together to make a complex 

electric/magnetic basis SLs of 0U  and 0 dA , the infinite SL’s energy bands are still of 

symmetry about 0yk  and 0E . In addition, a moderate energy bandgap is generated at the Dirac 

point, and some minigaps also appear at 0yk .[28] Surprisingly, the surface states in SLs of a general 

complex electric/magnetic basis display no symmetry, no matter how the SL is terminated with or 

without a magnetic cap layer.  
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Although the surface states locations and their dispersion relations with yk  could be completely 

different from each other when varying the cap layer types and/or the termination potential strengths, 

the symmetry of surface states in SLs is never disturbed. The symmetry of surface states is always kept 

unchanged for SLs of identical basis and configuration, no matter whether the SLs are free of a cap 

layer, terminated with an electric or a magnetic cap layer. These interesting results indicate that the 

symmetry of surface states in semi-infinite SLs is mainly determined by their basis and configuration, 

without any influence from termination types (electric or magnetic) or their values (positive, zero or 

negative).   

 

4. Conclusion 

The symmetry of the surface states in magnetically terminated SLs of three types of basis are clearly 

identified with the help of numerical calculations. The surface states with 0sA  show symmetry to 

those with 0sA   about 0yk   in terminated SLs with a pure electric and antiparallel basis of 

0U , and with the same absolute value sA . The surface states in terminated SLs at the same sA  

are all of symmetry to 0E  in SLs with a pure magnetic and antiparallel basis of 0 dA , For 

SLs with a complex electric/magnetic basis of 0U  and 0 dA , the surface states exhibit no 

symmetry about 0yk  or 0E . It is also found that the symmetry of surface states in SLs is mainly 

determined by the nature of the basis and its configuration of SLs, irrespective to the termination 

potential types (magnetic or electric) nor their values (positive, zero or negative). These interesting 

results provide an important information for experimental researchers to work on graphene-based 

potential device application. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the model of a magnetic cap layer terminated graphene SL, the 
interface is assumed at x=0. 

Fig. 2. The energy bands of infinite SL and surface states in pure electric SLs terminated with 

different magnetic cap layer of As (As=-2, -1, 0, 1, 2), respectively. The basis of pure electric SL is U-

Ad-(-U)-(-Ad) with b=d=0.5, U=3, and Ad=0  

Fig. 3. The energy bands of infinite SL and surface states in pure magnetic SLs terminated with 

different magnetic cap layer of As (As=-2, -1, 0, 1, 2), respectively. The basis of pure magnetic SL is 

U-Ad-(-U)-(-Ad) with  b=d=0.5, U=0, and Ad=3.  

Fig. 4. The energy bands of infinite SL and surface states in complex electric/magnetic SLs 

terminated with different magnetic cap layer of As (As=-2, -1, 0, 1, 2), respectively. The basis of 

complex electric/magnetic SL is U-Ad-(-U)-(-Ad) with b=d=0.5, U=3, and Ad=3.  
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